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As a laboratory course. In other words, instead having one hour in

class and two hours of study we have had two hours in class and one hour of

xxtx study. That has usually been the way, now this year I decided not to do

it that way. And I started out on the regular basis of having one hour in

class and having two hours of study. And I gave you two hours of study in

Biblical passages. And there was some very valuable uirx material in that,

which I assigned to you. But we have gotten into a place where it has been

bard to find assignments to giv, simply
because there aren't a great many

books on the it, and there is n one that ti is in rx print that I feel

it would bedesirable to ask you o buy and use for study. And consequently

there wtttx not being so many boôkn the subject, and naturally not a dozen

copies of any one of them in the library, why I haven't been giving you much

assignment lately. And I have been hinking that probably it will be necessary

that we make it somewhat a combinationof the two methods, instead of. It is

pretty hard to give you the full assignment in the course regularly , simply

because of the matter of books. And at the same time, there is a great deal

of material that we are anxious to get over. And so I think probably, instead

of having the full two hours of assignment every time, we will have to try to

get together for an occasional extra lecture. Probably by no means the equl

zitx valent of the extra two hours, but enough ttx that we can get over the

main body of the material. Becaue there are some very important principles

that it is quite important that we get over, and it is not enough just to

state them. We want to be sure that we understand them and w see them in their

relationship one to another. As you know, we are still with the principles

pretty much, and we haven't Xmmt gotten into details. Although I don't think

details are so important.

If you get the principles thoroughly, you can work out the details.

!fx You can study details forever and never see the tNtptx principles.

And then the next thing you need is to find another%Z// detail. You

don't have, you aren't qualified to go ahead with it, if you don't really have

the principles. So the prinicples are vital first, but we may have to spend a
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